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Abstract
Architecture Led Incremental System Assurance short for ALISA presents a method to check if a system implementation meets its
requirements. This method helps find errors in the early phase of system integration. ALISA provides four notations—requirements
specifications, architecture models, verification techniques and assurance cases. The verification plan, which is designed by extracting
information from requirement specification and architecture model, can be executed on the system and the result is significant metrics to
judge the system quality. There are problems when generating a verification plan. As for the hierarchical architecture model with
increasing complexity, the system may be divided into several parts and it is difficult to accomplish the assurance manually for each tier
of the architecture. The approach also needs to respond to the ever-changing demands rapidly. New faults may be introduced artificially
when designing requirement specifications and verification plans. In the paper, we propose an approach which uses ATL, whose full
name is ATLAS transformation language, to help automatically generate verification plans. The meta-model of the verification plan and
of requirement specification are given. Thus, designing the transformation rules from the verification part to the requirement part is easy.
A lightweight template described in ATL is used to generate the verification plan for critical requirement and quality property.
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1. Introduction
In the process of model driven development, requirement modeling and software architecture modeling are two key layers.
These two critical layers are designed carefully and rigorously. Stakeholders define their goals while architects describe the
corresponding system architecture with AADL, named Architecture and Analysis Design Language. The system is broken
into parts as goals, and system requirements are designed by stakeholders and engineers respectively. There exists problems
in the system integration process.

Figure 1. The Double-V model
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Obtained from the double-V model in Figure 1, studies have shown that 80 percent of implementation error could be
detected when system designers integrate the system; nevertheless, 70 percent of them could be found earlier. If the relation
between natural textual requirement specification and AADL architecture can be improved, the errors or faults will be fixed
and handled earlier. To solve this problem, RF [4] introduces an approach called Architecture Led Incremental System
Assurance, ALISA. It describes an incremental life-cycle assurance for high-reliant systems. ALSIA utilizes the architecture
abstractions in the model to manage requirements across multiple layer of a system architecture and gives assurance result of
a system implementation against its requirement.
ALISA presents four key pillars to assure requirements which are: requirement specifications, architecture model,
verification method, and assurance cases. The requirement specifications is a document-based and architecture-led textual
notation. The specification covers system interaction, design quality attributes and fault impact. The architecture model is
mainly managed by architecture languages such as AADL. It presents a new medium to get access to the analysis on system
designs through the whole system life cycle. The verification techniques are used to analyze system artifacts to check
requirements satisfaction. Assurance cases show how systems can be taken into considerations and information of system
quality can be provided. The target of assurance is multi-valued verification result measures and weighed requirement
claims, verification activity results which reflect the importance.

Figure 2. The paper framework

The framework presented in Figure 2 shows how ALISA works in a development process to execute a verification plan
on a system. Once a natural informal requirement is given, it can be transformed to a formal requirement specification in the
ALISA framework. AADL model can be directly used in the architecture model of ALISA. Considering the component type
and implementation in the architecture or property set, information will be used to design verification plans executed on the
system.
However, some problems in the transformation need to be fixed. With ALISA’s one of the flavors which is working
with one architecture layer at a time, a multi-tier system model can be divided into many layers or parts and AADL
component are usually designed layer by layer. Otherwise, requirement specification and verification plan need a refactor in
order to handle the ever-changing demands. Although the simplest way is to rewrite all the specifications, all the rewriting
work requires a lot of effort, considering the size and complexity of a software system.
The assurance case includes all the artifacts in the development process. The correctness of assurance execution and
assurance result is of much importance. The degree of requirements coverage and verification results are important metrics
for assurance case. Requirement, model, and code are all involved to results.
In this work, we propose an approach that could automatically generate verification plans with the reference of
requirement specifications and architecture model. This method applies ATL transformation language to meta-model level
as ATL provides ways to produce a set of target models from a set of source models. We define a lightweight template for
generating some regular verification plans. From the elements in these specifications, our method makes the transformation
reusable over different requirement specifications. This method also helps automation of assurance for the multi-tier system.
2. Related Work
There has been much work that have tried to build a bridge between requirements by using the KAOS requirement model in
Ponsard et al. [16]. By comparing and evaluating the existing method, Galster et al. [10] presents a new way to achieve the
transition between requirement and architecture. An approach that transforms UML requirement model to AADL model is
described in Zeng et al. [22]. The SysML in Albinet et al. [1] and model to model in Drivalos et al. [6] present traceability
techniques.
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The approach described in Goknil et al. [11] acts on AADL software architecture and is based on verifying functional
requirements and uses Maude model checker. Blouin et al. [2] defines a way to link requirement and AADL element and
ALISA also has the similar meta-model with this tool. Feiler [8] gives the process in which stakeholder goals are turned into
verifiable system requirement specifications by annotating an AADL model. Singhoff et al. [19] presents an Ada tool used
for resource requirements analysis of AADL. Whalen et al. [21] and Schätz et al. [17] are the most similar approach with
ALISA.
The possibility of XMI-based generic transformations of UML models is examined in Jiménez et al. [13]. Cuadrado et
al. [3] gives an approach to present the generic programming transformation template for reusable. Kovse et al. [14]
provides a method to make the model-driven development of RubyTL model transformations easier. Lara et al. [15] also
designs transformation by using template binding concept to meta-model.
3. ALISA Language
3.1. Introduction of AADL
The Architecture Analysis & Design Language (AADL) was approved and published as SAE Standard AS-5506 in
November 2004. AADL is an architecture language for the specification, analysis, automated integration and code
generation when describing real-time performance-critical computer systems. In AADL model, components are designed
through type and implementation declarations as indicated by Feiler et al. in [9]. An AADL system model has the capacity
to describe the architecture and runtime environment of an application system. Its component software and execution
platforms usually for hardware components are described by component or connection. AADL support mode change to
express the evolution of system. AADL provides annex for core language of AADL such as error annex or behavior annex
to extend the description capacity of AADL. In AADL tool set environment, textual specification, xml specification and
graphical notation are all supported.

Figure 3. ALISA framework with example of isolette

3.2. Introduction of ALISA Language
The whole ALISA framework is shown in Figure 3. The ALISA method can work on a multi-tier system such as the
example in Figure 3. From top level to the bottom, the lower tier is closer to implementation. Tier 0 indicates the whole
isolette system. Tier 1 describes the operational interface as a subsystem in isolette. And tier 2 indicates a more specific
implementation level. Every tier can be refined towards a more detailed level. The ALISA framework is mainly described
by the assurance case.
ReqSpec are described from stakeholder goals in Figure 2. ReqSpec is described in Delange et al. [5], which introduces
a requirement specification Language, short for ReqSpec. The purpose of ReqSpec is to support the requirements elicitation,
definition, and modeling for real-time embedded systems.
In Figure 2, a verification plan is described in notations ‘Ver Plan’, which acts as a connection between the AADL
model and requirements. After the verification plan is well designed, a system requirement can be verifiable by annotating
an AADL model of the system of interest in its operational environment and, as appropriate, elements of the system
architecture.
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A verification plan specifies how every requirement of a system set is verified. Verification activities are performed on
an artifact representing the system implementation. This artifact is an AADL model representing the architecture
specification of the system, or accessible from the AADL model, such as detailed design models. This file declares
verification methods that are contained in the verification activities. A verification method registry allows users to specify
the type and signature of a verification method as well as reference to its implementation in an implementation language
neutral way. In other word, a verification method registry file is the link between the verification method declaration and its
method implementation by a variety of forms like Osate analysis, Resolute, Junit4 and Java/Xtend.
The ALISA notation lets users specify assurance cases and assurance plans, which means that assurance instance is
based on requirement specification, verification plan and architecture model. An assurance case configures how a system is
to be assured. An assurance plan allows users to focus on a subset of the requirements and verification activities at a time by
specifying a set of filter criteria in terms of category labels.
4. ATL Transformation Rules
4.1. Assumption of the transformation
In this paper’s case, suppose that only the system requirements have been taken into consideration, owing to in the existed
requirement template that is designed by engineers. Due to the feature of ALISA framework, only the critical requirement or
quality property will be considered to implement the automatic analysis. Also, only the first three parts in ALISA
framework is considered and they are requirements specifications, architecture models and verification techniques. So, we
can focus on the automatic generation problems. More than that, suppose that the AADL model has been built to support the
invoking of the AADL property or some AADL components.
4.2. ATL Transformation Framework
ATL, the Atlas Transformation Language, is a model transformation language specified both as a meta-model and as a
textual concrete syntax in RF [12]. It is a hybrid programming way both of declarative and imperative.

Figure 4. ATL transformation from Ma to Mb

The ATL transformation framework is presented in Figure 4. ATL mainly concentrates on the model-to-model
transformation. This diagram summarizes the complete transformation process. ATL makes it possible to specify the
process that one or more target model can be produced from a group of source models.
An ATL program includes rules, queries and libraries. Rules define how elements in source model are mapped and lead
to elements of the target models. The aim of a query is to compute a primitive value, such as a string value or a numerical
value from source models. The way that independent ATL libraries can be imported from different types of ATL units
provides a convenient way to factorize ATL code.
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Figure 5. ATL transformation from ReqSpec to Verify

The ReqSpec meta-model that we provide to perform the transformation is a subset of the ReqSpec defined in Delange
et al. [5]. The transformation shown in Figure 5 describes the whole transformation is similar with the transformation in
Figure 4. The ReqSpec can be transformed to Verify automatically by designing the ATL module named ‘ReqSpec2Verify’
and execute the ATL module in ATL engine. All these operations are based on the meta-model.
4.3. ATL Transformation Framework

Figure 6. Subset of ReqSpec meta-model

The subset meta-model of ReqSpec is described in Figure 6. The ReqRoot class contains the basic information of ReqSpec.
The SystemRequirementSet class inherits from the RequirementSet as well as RequirementSet class inherits from ReqRoot.
ReqSpec totally consists of a requirement set. A requirement set contains multiple requirements. Each requirement may be
specified to a subcomponent and predicates or variables defined in requirement block.
The subset meta-model of ReqSpec is explained as following:
• The name attribute is the identifier of the RequirementSet.
• The title is the short description.
• The description attribute of ReqRoot class is a textual description of the system requirements for a specific system.
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• The target attribute is a component in the AADL architecture. This element specifies the system requirements for the
particular component of the whole system.
• The Requirement class which inherits from the ContractualElement class is specified as a single requirement in a
RequirementSet. The attributes like name, title, target and description defined in the ContractualElement is detail for
each requirement.
• The constants attribute acts as parameters and then can be referenced by Predicate. Their value could be value
expression that may be ranges, string, Boolean as well as numeric values with a unit defined in the AADL property
set.
• The computes attribute declaration allow user to introduce the name of such variables explicitly. And they can be
referenced in the predicate declarations.
• The predicate class is used to compare the constants defined by the user and the computed variable.

Figure 7. Subset of Verify meta-model

The subset meta-model of Verify part is described in Figure 7. The Verify notation allows the architects to design the
way that describes how requirements are verified. Each Verify file contains a VerificationPlan that is specified by users
according to the requirement specification and architecture model. And each VerificationPlan contains Claims which
consists of VerificationActivity declaration in which architects can specify VerificationMethod declaration.
The subset meta-model of Verify is explained as following:
• The VerificationPlan class is specified for a SystemRequirementSet. The name attribute is the reference of the
VerificationPlan. And the title is a short description for the declaration. The requirementSet attribute is the reference
of the corresponding requirement.
• The Claim class is the representation of the set of verification activities that should be executed successfully and this
means the corresponding requirement is met.
• The VerificationActivity class specifies the verification method which will be used to verify the requirement in the
next assurance. The actual attribute is the parameters that can be called in the assurance phase. The propertyValues
attribute is reference which comes from the AADL property set defined by users.
4.4. ATL Transformation Rules
According to the two meta-models described in Figure 8, the name attribute of the requirement set is specified by users.
This name label is also used in the VerificationPlan declaration to get the reference of the corresponding requirement set.
Then binding these two attributes can be defined in ATL rule. The name attribute of SystemRequirmentSet class will be
automatically transformed to VerificationPlan name.
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Figure 8. ATL rule from ReqSpec name to VerificationPlan name

Figure 9. ATL rule from ContractualElement name to Claim name

The transformation in Figure 9 is from the name of each requirement in the whole requirement set construct to the
claim name attribute of the VerificationPlan. The ContractualElement class is the super class of the requirement class. The
Claim class and the VerificationPlan class are association and composition in meta-model. As a result, the reference of each
single requirement can be transformed to the attribute in VerificationPlan.
This paper proposes a lightweight template based method for transformation from ReqSpec to Verify. Due to the
feature of the ALISA framework, the critical property should be considered as a high priority. For a safety-critical system,
there must be some important quality that takes precedence when these properties are specified in requirement part. The
ReqSpec is to introduce these critical properties into ALISA framework. So, a template is designed to achieve the process of
automatically generating Verify from ReqSpec and architecture model.
In Figure 10, Requirement class, which contains the compute attribute, is transformed to VerificationActivity class that
is associated to the VerificationMethod. The VerificationMethod class is a type in the VerificationActivity.
The ‘using’ section in ATL rule means that they are local variables for using just in this rule declaration. Those
variables can be used in the ‘to’ and ‘do’ section of ATL rule. In the using section, verification activity name declaration
and the verification method name declaration are defined in advance. The method name called ‘hasproperty’ can be
implemented by the method reference ‘Alisa_Verification.GetProperty’ set in the predefined project named
‘Alisa_Verification’. This method aims to assign the name to computed variable that defined by user in the ReqSpec
section. If the architecture model does not provide a computed variable with a property set with a value or range, the
variable will be assigned with an initial default value. Totally, this method helps to get the critical property in the
architecture model.
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Figure 10. ATL rule to generate VerificationActivity named ‘hasproperty’

Figure 11. AVaribaleDeclaration meta-model

The parameter of the verification method is from compute declaration. AVariableDeclaration class is shown in Figure
11 which is the type of compute attribute. So, actual parameter of the VerificationMethod class can be obtained from the
name attribute in the AVariableDeclaration class.

Figure 12. ATL rule to generate VerificationActivity named ‘consistentproperty’
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The ATL rule describes the transformation from ContractualElement class to VerificationActivity class and
VerificationMethod class shown in Figure 12. The transformation is similar to the last transformation. In this
transformation, another verification method is defined which is declared as the name ‘consistentproperty’. This verification
activity is to define a method to help check if the property is consistent with the property of the feature component. In the
implementation phase, the method will return a Boolean type to report success or failure.
The ATL rule in Figure 12 is from ContractualElement class to VerificationActivity and VerificationMethod. The
activity name and method name is the predefined section. The parameter in this verification method comes from constants
defined in the requirement specification part. The constant type also has the same meta-model like compute type has. Its
type is AvariableDeclaration class too. And the name attribute is the constant reference and can be obtained from the metamodel diagram.

Figure 13. ATL rule to generate VerificationActivity named matchproperty

In Figure 13, the VerificationActivity and VerificationMethod are transformed from ContractualElement and
requirement respectively. That arrow between VerificationActivity and VerificationMethod means these two classes are
association which indicates that each VerificationActivity has one VerificationMethod. Similarly, ContractualElement and
requirement have the same relationship, and requirement inherits from ContractualElement.
In some cases, the verification method expects the values it operates on to be available as property values in the model.
We can specify this fact as part of the verification method registration. So, we register a new method ‘SetGetProperty’ that
will set the property value that is specified as part of a call. For this situation, we define an activity named ‘matchproperty’
for the method.
After the activity name and method name are defined, the right part provides the transformation from
ContractualElement class to VerificationMethod class to get the computed variable reference. The meta-model in Figure 11
is the meta-model of AVariableDeclaration which is the concrete type of compute attribute. According to the meta-model,
the computed variable reference can be obtained from the name attribute.
The left part of Figure 13 is also a part of the same transformation. The propertyValues is an attribute that is an AADL
property indeed. Currently this attribute is limited to reference to constant variable. The propertyValues declaration is
transformed from constants attribute. Due to the constants’ parent type, there is also a AVariableDeclaration class so that the
transformation is easy to know.
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5. Case Study
In order to illustrate how the Verify file can be generated automatically. This section will provide an example to introduce
process while the ReqSpec file is set up manually and the Verify file is generated automatically.
Here is an example from the appendix A of the RF [20]. The annex is requirement specification for Isolette Thermostat
which is an incubator for an Infant. This device can provide controlled temperature, humidity, and oxygen (if necessary).
The operational context of the Isolette Thermostat is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Context Diagram for the Isolette Thermostat

This figure totally describes a thermostat system of an isolette. The temperature sensor will sense the current air
temperature and the thermostat will control the heat source based on the information from senor. Nevertheless, if the current
temperature is beyond the desired range, it will give out an alarm to alert the nurse. The nurse could set the desired
temperature range and turn up or turn down the temperature.
This annex provides the detailed natural language requirement for each subsystem of the Isolette Thermostat. Here is
one of the requirements for the Operator Interface subsystem:
• EA-OI-3: The Lower Alarm Temperature will always be ≥93°F.
This is an environmental assumption that the lower bound of alarm temperature must always be larger than 93
Fahrenheit.
The next step is to set up the ReqSpec file manually and the imperative part is to specify EA-OI-3 by using ALISA
requirement specification language. The ReqSpec textual model is showed as follow:
Table 1. ReqSpec specification for EA-OI-3
system requirements reqs for isolette::thermostat_th
[
requirement R1 : "lower alarm temperature" for lower_alarm_temperature
[
val tem = 93 Fahrenheit
compute actualtem: iso_variables::lower_alarm_temperature
value predicate actualtem >= tem
]
]

The code in Table 1 shows how the EA-OI-3 is described in the ReqSpec. Firstly, a system requirement set construct is
named ‘reqs’. And the name of the requirement set will be a reference when designing verification plan. The
‘isolette::thermostat_th’ actually is a thread component in AADL model. It identifies the target of the requirement on a
thread. The ‘R1’ is the name reference for a single requirement in the requirement set. And this ‘R1’ requirement is for
‘lower_alarm_temperature’ which is a data type feature in Isolette architecture model which can be seen as the target
classifier of requirement R1. The ‘tem’ is the constant defined by user. The ‘actualtem’ is introduced from the AADL
property set. The property type is described in Table 2 from Senn et al. [18]. The predicate section of the requirement gives
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the capacity to support the requirement formalization. The predicate should be satisfied as part of a verification activity in a
verification plan. The result will show if the requirement is met. It is worth mentioning that the actual temperature will be
compared against the expected temperature. The operators like, and, or, not, and others are in detail provided in Expression
Notation in Delange et al. [5].
Table 2. AADL property set for lower alarm temperature
data lower_alarm_temperature
properties
Data_Model::Data_Representation => Struct;
Data_Model::Element_Names => ("t");
Data_Model::Base_Type => (classifier (iso_variables::lower_alarm_range));
BLESS::Typed => "record (t:lower_alarm_range)";
end lower_alarm_temperature;

Table 3. Verify specification for EA-OI-3
verification plan vplan for reqs
[
claim R1 [
activities
hasproperty:
actualtem
Alisa_Verification.GetProperty()
consistentproperty:
Alisa_Verification.ConsistentProperty(tem)
]
]

=

Based on the maps defined in ATL module, the ReqSpec can be transformed to Verify as show in Table 3. The
verification plan named ‘vplan’ refers to the requirement sets named ‘reqs’ which is the particular requirement set defined
above so that the verification plan will work if the corresponding requirement specification is in the same project with it.
The claim ‘R1’ refers to the requirement ‘R1’ likewise. After the ATL transformation, there are two verification activities,
including two verification methods, respectively, for verifying. The ‘hasproperty’ activity is bound to a verification method
‘GetProperty’ which returns a real value that gets bound to actual temperature value and sets the initial value in case it fails.
The ‘consistentproperty’ activity imports a parameter defined in the previous phase to check the consistency with the
corresponding property in architecture model. And the method bound to this activity will return a Boolean value to report
the verification result.
The ATL transformation module has been developed into a plug-in tool deployed in the OSATE tool set environment
described in Feiler [7]. By using the tool to parse ReqSpec file, which specifies a critical property for a feature or a
component in AADL, the corresponding Verify file can be generated automatically. This tool is based on the ATL technique,
though the subset of ALISA is supported, the method is extendable for users to add full ALISA meta-model based ATL rule.
6. Conclusions
In the paper, we proposed an approach to generate verification plan from requirement specification automatically based on
the ALISA method. This approach generates particular verification activity and verification plan for the critical requirement
or quality property by defining a lightweight template. The method can help the automation of assurance execution and
improve the correctness of assurance case when dealing with the multi-tier system and ever-changing demands.
Our method is implemented by ATL technique. Though only a part of the meta-model is taken into consideration, the
ATL module could be extended to fit more of the ALISA meta-model for verification plan generation.
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